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Each question in Part IV of the pre- and post-assessment has four sections. Each section deals with a different component of the interpersonal perception process, as follows:

1. comprehension
2. empathic ability
3. sympathetic attitude
4. identification

The scoring of the first three sections of each question is indicated on the following pages. The fourth section ("How would you feel if this were happening to you?") should be graded on the basis of its similarity to the answer to the second section ("How do you think this child feels?"). In other words, if the answer to section 4 is the same as the answer to section 2, it is scored +1. If the answer to section 4 is different from the answer to section 2, it is scored -1.
Part IV: Interpersonal Perception Evaluation

Name ___________________________ Male _____ Female _____

Age ________ Schooling completed __________________________

years months

Number of siblings in your family older than you _____ younger than you _____

Each of the pictures on pages 00-00 of your Resource Book shows something happening in a family or in school. You will be asked questions about the pictures. Answer the questions about the child the arrow is pointing to.

For each question choose the one answer you think is best. Place a check mark (✓) in the space next to the answer you choose. It is important to say what you think. If you are not sure, guess. Be sure that the number above the question you are looking at is the same as the number on the picture you are looking at.

Here is an example of the way you should answer the question:

Look at Picture A. Now look at the questions for Picture A below:

Picture A

What is happening in picture A? Check one.

( ) 1. Being punished
(✓) 2. The cookie jar
( ) 3. The happy family
Picture A (cont.)

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

(✓) ashamed
( ) noisy
( ) pleased
( ) proud
( ) scared

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

( ) Glad it is happening to him
( ) Sorry for him
( ) I don't care

How would you feel if this were happening to you? Check one.

( ) ashamed
( ) proud
( ) angry
( ) lonely
( ) pleased
( ) scared
( ) guilty
( ) noisy
( ) embarrassed

As you can see, this is a picture of an interpersonal situation involving a cookie jar, so a check mark was put in the space next to that answer. You can also see that the child under the arrow in the picture looks 'ashamed, so a check mark was put in the space next to that word.

Now look at the next question on your answer sheet: How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one; Now look at the last question for this picture - Picture A. Choose any word you want to, and place a check mark next to it. You have now answered four (4) questions by checking one answer for each question.
Now look at the first picture in the Resource Book and answer the questions under Picture No. 1 on your answer sheet. Be sure the number on the answer sheet and on the picture are the same. Also be sure that you have checked one answer for each of the four (4) questions for each picture. Go on until you finish all twenty pictures.

Picture No. 1

What is happening in Picture No. 1? Check one.

(  ) 1. The new bed
(+1) 2. The doctor comes
(  ) 3. Playing hooky

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

(-1) glad
(-3) ignored (not cared for)
( 0) lazy
(+3) miserable
(+1) scared

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

(-1) Glad it is happening to him
( 0) I don't care
(+1) Sorry for him

How would you feel if this were happening to you?

(  ) glad
(  ) ignored (not cared for)
(  ) in pain
(  ) lazy
(  ) lonely
(  ) miserable
(  ) proud
(  ) sad
(  ) scared
Picture No. 2

What is happening in Picture No. 2? Check one.

( ) 1. A train ride
(+1) 2. A day in school
( ) 3. A ride in a car

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

(+3) confused
(+1) worried
( 0 ) hungry
(-1) satisfied
(-3) joyful

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

( 0 ) I don't care
(-1) Glad it is happening to her
(+1) Sorry for her

How would you feel if this were happening to you? Check one.

( ) satisfied
( ) joyful
( ) worried
( ) frustrated
( ) confused
( ) hungry
( ) annoyed

Picture No. 3

What is happening in Picture No. 3? Check one.

( ) 1. A trip to the park
( ) 2. Being punished
(+1) 3. The accident

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

(+1) annoyed (upset)
(+3) in pain (hurt)
(-1) not liked
(-3) pleased
( 0 ) tired
Picture No. 3 (cont.)

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

(+1) Sorry for him
(-1) Glad it is happening to him
( 0 ) I don't care

How would you feel if this were happening to you? Check one.

( ) hurt (in pain)
( ) tired
( ) pleased
( ) not liked
( ) proud
( ) unloved
( ) upset (annoyed)
( ) unhappy

Picture No. 4

What is happening in Picture No. 4? Check one.

( ) 1. The angry teacher
( ) 2. The spoiled child
(+1) 3. The arithmetic lesson

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

(+2) pleased with herself
(-1) angry at her teacher
(-3) angry at herself
(+1) interested
( 0 ) tired

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

(+1) Glad it is happening to her
(-1) Sorry for her
( 0 ) I don't care
Picture No. 4 (cont.)

How would you feel if this were happening to you?

( ) bored
( ) angry at teacher
( ) happy
( ) interested
( ) tired
( ) satisfied
( ) pleased with herself
( ) angry at herself

Picture No. 5

What is happening in Picture No. 5? Check one.

( ) The broken toy
( ) The report card
( ) The argument

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

(0) interested
(-3) jealous
(+3) mixed up (confused)
(+1) not happy (sorry)
(-1) proud

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

(-1) Glad it is happening to him
(0) I don't care
(+1) Sorry for him

How would you feel if this were happening to you? Check one.

( ) glad
( ) interested
( ) jealous
( ) loved
( ) miserable
( ) mixed up (confused)
( ) not happy (sorry)
( ) sad
( ) proud
Picture No. 6

What is happening in Picture No. 6? Check one.

(   ) 1. The furniture mover
(   ) 2. The teacher's favorite
(+1) 3. The clumsy one

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

(+1) stupid
( 0 ) small
(+3) embarrassed
(-1) smart
(-3) loved

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

(-1) Glad it is happening to him
(+1) Sorry for him
( 0 ) I don't care

How would you feel if this were happening to you? Check one.

(   ) smart
(   ) embarrassed
(   ) loved
(   ) angry
(   ) upset
(   ) hurt
(   ) stupid
(   ) small

Picture No. 7

What is happening in Picture No. 7? Check one.

(   ) 1. The boxing match
(   ) 2. Playing a game
(+1) 3. Being punished
How do you think this child feels? Check one.

(+1) ashamed  (-1) glad  (-3) good  (+3) surprised (upset)  (0) warm

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

(0) I don't care  (+1) Sorry for him  (-1) Glad it is happening to him

How would you feel if this were happening to you? Check one.

( ) angry  ( ) ashamed  ( ) glad  ( ) good  ( ) loved  ( ) proud  ( ) guilty  ( ) warm  ( ) surprised (upset)  ( ) scared

Picture No. 8

What is happening in Picture No. 8? Check one.

( ) 1. The gym class  ( ) 2. The happy hooker  (+1) 3. The children

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

(+3) smart  (+1) pretty  (+1) smart  (-1) unhappy  (0) dirty  (-3) sad
Picture No. 8 (cont.)

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

(-1) Sorry for her
(+1) Glad it is happening to her
( 0 ) I don't care

How would you feel if this were happening to you? Check one.

( ) dirty
( ) sad
( ) smart
( ) proud
( ) ugly
( ) pretty
( ) embarrassed
( ) unhappy

Picture No. 9

What is happening in Picture No. 9? Check one.

( ) 1. The merry-go-round
(+1) 2. New boy on the street
( ) 3. A visit to grandma

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

(-1) ashamed
( 0 ) in pain (hurt)
(+3) not wanted (left out)
(-3) playful
(+1) scared

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

( 0 ) I don't care
(+1) Sorry for him
(-1) Glad it is happening to him
Picture No. 9 (cont.)

How would you feel if this were happening to you? Check one.

( ) happy
( ) hurt (in pain)
( ) ashamed
( ) jealous
( ) wanted
( ) proud
( ) scared
( ) not wanted (left out)
( ) playful
( ) angry

Picture No. 10

What is happening in Picture No. 10? Check one.

( +1 ) In the dark
( ) The accident
( ) The late student

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

( +3 ) hurt (in pain)
( +1 ) confused
( -1 ) pleased
( 0 ) lucky
( -3 ) delighted

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

( +1 ) Sorry for her
( 0 ) I don't care
( -1 ) Glad it's happening to her

How would you feel if this were happening to you? Check one.

( ) pleased
( ) embarrassed
( ) lucky
( ) furious
( ) confused
( ) frustrated
( ) hurt (in pain)
( ) delighted
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Picture No. 11

What is happening in Picture No. 11? Check one.

( ) 1. The football game
( +1) 2. The fighting boy
( ) 3. The new baby

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

( -3) jealous
( +3) mad (in a rage)
( -1) sorry
( 0 ) strong
( +1) unhappy

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

( -1 ) Glad it is happening to him
( 0 ) I don't care
( +1 ) Sorry for him

How would you feel if this were happening to you? Check one.

( ) ashamed
( ) happy
( ) scared
( ) proud
( ) sorry
( ) loved
( ) unhappy
( ) mad (in a rage)
( ) strong
( ) miserable
( ) jealous

Picture No. 12

What is happening in Picture No. 12? Check one.

( ) Playing games
( +1) Helping the teacher
( ) Showing off
Picture No. 12 (cont.)

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

(+3) excited
(0) lazy
(+1) annoyed
(-1) bored
(-3) interested

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

(+1) Sorry for him
(-1) Glad it is happening to him
(0) I don't care

How would you feel if this were happening to you? Check one.

( ) sorry
( ) excited
( ) confused
( )
( )
( )
( ) lazy
( ) upset
( ) interested

Picture No. 13

What is happening in Picture No. 13? Check one.

(+1) 1. The fight
( ) 2. Daddy comes home
( ) 3. Playing hide and seek

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

(-3) brave
(+1) protected (safe)
(-1) friendly
(+3) scared
(0) tired
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How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

(+) Glad it is happening to him (if protected)
(+1) Sorry for him (if scared)
(0) I don't care

How would you feel if this were happening to you? Check one.

( ) brave
( ) friendly
( ) lonely
( ) happy
( ) mad
( ) proud
( ) safe (protected)
( ) sad
( ) scared
( ) tired

What is happening in Picture No. 14? Check one.

( ) 1. The lazy boy
( ) 2. The cheat
(+1) 3. Working together

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

(-1) angry
(0) cold
(+1) wanted
(-3) furious
(+3) accepted

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

(-1) Sorry for him
(+1) Glad it is happening to him
(0) I don't care
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Picture No. 14 (cont.)

How would you feel if this were happening to you? Check one.

( ) embarrassed
( ) angry
( ) accepted
( ) funny
( ) furious
( ) cold
( ) wanted
( ) silly

Picture No. 15

What is happening in Picture No. 15? Check one.

(+1) 1. A visit to a grave
( ) 2. A walk in the park
( ) 3. The argument

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

(-3) angry
(+3) like crying
(+1) lonely
(-1) scared
(0) shy

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

(-1) Glad it is happening to him
(0) I don't care
(+1) Sorry for him

How would you feel if this were happening to you? Check one.

( ) happy
( ) angry
( ) like crying
( ) guilty
( ) proud
( ) lonely
( ) miserable
( ) scared
( ) sad
( ) shy
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Picture No. 16

What is happening in Picture No. 16? Check one.

( ) 1. Hide and seek
( ) 2. Being punished
( +1) 3. The troubled child

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

( +1) lonely
(-1) ashamed
(-2) loved
( 0) poor
( +3) picked on

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

( -1) Glad it is happening to him
( +1) Sorry for him
( 0) I don't care

How would you feel if this were happening to you?

( ) ashamed
( ) sheltered
( ) poor
( ) picked on
( ) loved
( ) lonely
( ) sad

Picture No. 17

What is happening in Picture No. 17 Check one.

( ) 1. An evening at home
( ) 2. A boy with no friends
( +1) 3. Work to be done

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

( -1) angry
(-3) ignored (not cared about)
(+1) miserable
(+3) sorry for himself
( 0) safe
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Picture No. 17 (cont.)

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

(0) I don't care
(+1) Sorry for him
(-1) Glad it is happening to him

How would you feel if this were happening to you? Check one.

( ) ashamed
( ) angry
( ) pleased
( ) ignored
( ) sorry for himself
( ) sad
( ) proud
( ) miserable
( ) scared

Picture No. 18

What is happening in Picture No. 18? Check one.

( ) 1. The bad boy
(+1) 2. The writing lesson
( ) 3. The broken pencil

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

(+3) furious
(+1) angry
(-1) pleased
(0) spoiled
(-3) smart

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

(-1) Glad it is happening to him
(+1) Sorry for him
(0) I don't care
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Picture No. 18 (cont.)

How would you feel if this were happening to you? Check one.

( ) angry
( ) pleased
( ) smart
( ) stupid
( ) embarrassed
( ) spoiled
( ) furious
( ) frustrated

Picture No. 19

What is happening in Picture No. 19? Check one.

( ) 1. Being punished
( ) 2. The accident
( ) 3. The happy family

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

(+3) in pain
(-3) pleased
(-1) scared
(+1) upset
(0) yellow

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

(0) I don't care
(+1) Sorry for him
(-1) Glad it is happening to him

How would you feel if this were happening to you? Check one.

( ) comforted
( ) in pain
( ) friendly
( ) proud
( ) pleased
( ) scared
( ) upset
( ) yellow
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Picture No. 20

What is happening in Picture No. 20? Check one.

( ) 1. The guilty child
(+1) 2. The lesson
( ) 3. The argument

How do you think this child feels? Check one.

(-1) jealous
(+3) included
(0) warm
(-3) not wanted
(+1) interested

How do you feel about what is happening to this child? Check one.

(+1) Glad it is happening to him
(-1) Sorry for him
(0) I don't care

How would you feel if this were happening to you? Check one.

( ) interested
( ) not wanted
( ) sad
( ) lonely
( ) included
( ) warm
( ) jealous
( ) happy